KING’S KNIGHT GROUP

Mitigating risk in an uncertain world

PROTECTIVE SECURITY SOLUTIONS

Subject Matter Experts – Knowledge Through Experience
King’s Knight Group are specialist protective security consultants providing a spectrum of risk management services, designing and delivering
bespoke security solutions to governments, corporate clients and individuals worldwide. In today’s complex and challenging environments, our
clients rely on our business protocols and skills to protect their most valuable assets; their family, businesses, employees and residences.
With uncompromising standards, we have worked for some of the largest and most successful
companies worldwide, effectively growing our international reputation to make us the security
company of choice. From strategy to implementation, our operatives maintain our quality of
excellence, sharing best practices to improve and raise the standards within our industry.
Our motivating force is a committed provision of an unrivalled confidential service to our clients,
and our holistic approach adapts to their organisational business cultures and lifestyles. In
collaboration with our trusted partners, we tailor intelligence driven strategies to identify, evaluate
and mitigate risks, enabling our clients to confidently focus on their business objectives and private
lives in safety and with peace of mind.

Uncompromising Commitment and Integrity
From its inception as King’s Knight International in the 1990’s, King’s Knight Group has maintained delivery of operational, consultancy and training
services at the pinnacle of the security industry in an ever changing and increasingly turbulent society.
Today, with over 20 years in supplying specialised security services, King’s Knight Group is forged
from a wealth of established key figures at the vanguard of international risk management,
intelligence and protective security solutions.

“Exemplo Ducemus” – Leading by Example
With a multi-layered dynamic approach, we advance the highest of ethical standards with a pure
dedication to excellence in all aspects. Rising to meet demanding challenges, we lead by example,
recognising the necessity for bespoke integrated security solutions, superior levels of
professionalism, upmost discretion and confidentiality.
As a leading authority within the protective services industry, our prerequisite is to ensure our operatives, consultants and training instructors are
specifically selected according to their skill sets and chosen fields of expertise, matching the exact requirements of our clients. So when a client
places their trust in our reputation, their safety and security is our responsibility, and we ensure that wherever the location, whatever the risk, they
are in safe and capable hands.
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Our Range of Services Include:
PROTECTIVE SECURITY SOLUTIONS

SECURITY & INTELLIGENCE SERVICES

Diplomatic & Executive Protection

Risk Management

Protective Surveillance

Security Consultancy

Celebrity Protection

Crisis Management

High Net Worth Individual Security Solutions

Travel Risk Management

Security Driver Services

Intelligence & Investigation

Residential Security Services

Technical Surveillance Countermeasures

Anti-Kidnap Strategies

Anti-Stalking Strategies

Asset & Courier Protection

Cyber Security and Digital Forensics

Super Yacht Security Solutions

Hotel Security Management

Event Security Solutions

NGO Security Services

Aviation Security Management

UAV Security Solutions

Maritime Security Management

Electronic Security Solutions

We provide bespoke protective security solutions to governments, corporate clients and individuals worldwide.
For further information in respect of our services, products or training, please contact us on:
E: info@kingsknightgroup.com
T: +44 (0) 1403 800 234
Your enquiry will be dealt with in total confidentiality.
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